
Yordan Stoyanov Nedev - member of the Board of Directors, business address: Sofia, 135 

Tsarigradsko Shosse Blvd. 

Information about all companies and partnerships in which Mr. Nedev has been a partner in the last 

five years: 

a. Does not participate in companies as an unlimited liability partner; 

b. Participates as a partner in the following companies: 

- "Suzana and Vesko - SV" Ltd. - Kovachevitsa. 

Information about all companies and partnerships in which Mr. Nedev was a member of the 

administrative, management or supervisory authority and / or senior manager during the last five 

years: 

- Bianor Services EOOD - Manager - 2013-2014. 

- Holding BDZ EAD - Executive Director - 2011-2012. 

- MMD Scale Ltd. - Manager - 2007-2011. 

Procurator / manager / member of a management / supervisory body in 2020: 

• Member of the Management Board of KIBI Bushido; 

• Trustee of the Alexander Foundation. 

Information on any insolvency, management by a trustee in bankruptcy or liquidation with which he 

has been associated in for the last five years Mr. Nedev, acting in his capacity as a member of the 

administrative, management or supervisory authority or senior manager: 

- MMD Scale OOD, UIC 175399653, with address: Sofia, zh.k. White birches, bl. 2 - in liquidation, for 

deletion in TP without bankruptcy or unsatisfied creditors. Mr. Nedev performed 

the role of manager and liquidator. 

is not: 

- convicted of fraud; 

- related to insolvency or management by a trustee in bankruptcy, in his capacity as a member of the 

administrative, management or supervisory body or senior manager; 

- officially publicly incriminated and / or sanctioned by legal or regulatory authorities (including 

certain professional bodies); 

- deprived by the court of the right to be a member of the administrative, management or 

supervisory bodies of an issuer or from the performance of positions in the management or the 

performance of the activity of an issuer. 

Yordan Nedev is a financier and expert with extensive management and consulting experience. 

Yordan Nedev has started his experience in the Bulgarian office of the German consulting company 

Roland Berger, where he worked on the privatization of Bulgarian enterprises. After his return to 

Bulgaria, Mr. Nedev works as a financial consultant on the initial public offering of shares on the 

Bulgarian Stock Exchange the company Investor.bg, after which he works as its executive director. He 



was the manager of licensed investment intermediary CEE Securities before joining the MMD 

Partners team in 2005, where he managed the practice of financial consulting. In 2011, after two 

successful consulting project in the field, takes over the management of Holding BDZ EAD, carrying 

out a massive restructuring of the activity, increases the financial and operational control and 

improves the trade practices. During the period April 2013 - September 2014. is a manager of Bianor 

Services EOOD - a company for development of software solutions. 

Yordan Nedev has a bachelor's degree in economics from the Faculty of Economics, Sofia University 

"St. Kliment Ohridski ”, and in 2002 it became a Master of Finance in London Business School, UK. 


